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Storyline!

!
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Phone Booth is a 2002 American thriller film which directed and produced by Joel
Schumacher and David Zucker respectively. In 2002, There were an estimated eight million people
in the five boroughs of New York. Three million New Yorkers were cell phone users. Despite
increased usage of cellular devices, an approximately four and half million residents and two
million visitors still utilize pay phones on a regular basis. There was a telephone booth at 53rd and
8th and it was the last vestige of privacy on Manhattan’s West Side. Verizon has scheduled this
structure to be torn down and replaced with a kiosk as of 8 a.m. tomorrow. The man who called
Stuart Shepard was to be the final user of this phone booth.!
!
Stu is a publicist, he strode around the streets of Manhattan compulsively lying into his cell
phone along with his new assistant Adam. After hanging up the phone, he said goodbye to Adam
and went to the phone booth. When Stu walked into the booth, there was a man who coming out
from the corner and delivered a pizza to Stu, but Stu never ordered one before, so he abused this
man and told him to go away. Stu always calls a young woman named Pamela McFadden in the
same phone booth, same time, every day because he wanted to chase her. When the pizza guy
left, he called Pam and he tried to invite her to dinner at City Hotel, but she refused him. After
hanging up the telephone, he prepared to leave the phone booth but suddenly, the phone started
ringing again. Stu picked it up and answered the phone to a strange man. This man knew
everything about Stu and also about Pamela McFadden, he asked Stu to call his wife Kelly
Shepard and tell her everything about Pam otherwise he will tell her by himself. Stu completely did
not believe this stranger caller and he had no reason to listen this caller’s command, so he hung
up the phone. This unexpected call made Stu panic so he stood around the phone booth for a
while, than he picked up the telephone agin when it ringed again. It was still the same caller, and
this time caller said if Stu hangs up the phone, he will be shot. The only way to out of danger was
that Stu have to confess his ‘crimes’ no only to his wife, but also to public. The caller shot and
murder a civilian in front of the phone booth in order to tell Stu that he really holds a rifle. However,
other local civilians thought Stu was the killer so they informed the police and this left Stu no choice
but to encapsulate himself within the phone booth. When those local police and news reporters
came, Kelly and Pam came around the booth synchronously. Stu sneakily called Kelly through his
mobile phone so she could hear who he is talking to in the telephone. Kelly told this to the head of
Police Capt. Ramey so he knew that Stu was actually in danger. Capt. Ramey commanded other
armed police to sneakily search the buildings which are in front of the phone booth.!
!
The sniper did not give too much time for Stu to think, he gave him the last warning, which
was ‘if you don't confess now, I will shoot Kelly’. All these pressures forced Stu to confesses
himself, he told everything publicly about how he strings along his assistant, how he cheating on
his wife and how he lies to other people for making money. Afterwards, he cried and stood back
into the phone booth. Afterwards, Sniper shot Stu down to the ground, at the same time, ESU
Police force found out the sniper’s location. They broke the door of the sniper’s room, but when
they got in, they found the sniper suicided by a knife after he fired the gun.!
!
After the gun shot, Kelly and some Policemen ran to Stu, then they found Stu was still alive
because he was shot by a rubber bullet. When the policemen pulled gurney which had the sniper’s
dead body out of the building, Stu and Kelly both checked what the sniper looks like, Stu
recognized him because he was the guy who tried to deliver him a pizza 10 minutes before he got
the call. Then Stu was carried onto an ambulance. He was injected a drug by a doctor, then the
doctor left. He started feeling faint and having hallucinations, suddenly a middle-aged man showed
up and told Stu if he can not last his honesty in the future, he will hearing from this man again.!
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Contradiction!

!
The scene of Stu in the phone booth at 53rd and 8th in Manhattan sneakily speaking to
Pam, which shows that Stu curries favor with Pam and deluding her by lies and untruthful
promises, which also indicates that Pam is a young, lovely and naive character. During the
conversation between Stu and Pam, audiences are informed that Stu is married because there is a

extreme close-up shot of Stu taking off his wedding ring from his finger, which indicates that he is
being disloyal to his wife (Kelly), which also could be portrayed as a kind of psychological
contradiction. He sill loves Kelly deeply but he does not want to give up the chance to meet Pam.!
!
When Stu prepares to leave the phone booth after hanging up the phone, suddenly the
telephone begins to ring which intrigues the audiences what is behind this phone call or who is
calling. A ringing phone has to be answered due to natural reflexive human reaction, so Stu picks
up the phone without any hesitation and answers the phone to a mysterious man. This mysterious
caller is portrayed as a dangerous villain character because he has a rifle and he saya that if Stu
hangs up the phone, he will be shot. The caller is also conveyed as an intelligent person because
he knows everything about stu, which includes Stu’s job, working place, home address and
especially his lies and false promises to Pam and disloyalty and being cheating on his wife Kelly.
The caller threatens Stu to make a phone call to his wife and Pam, to confess himself to be guilty,
otherwise he will catch a bullet.!
!
Stu knows that if he confesses the truth to his wife, his wife will divorce him and the thing
about his extramarital sex might be known publicly. However, if he does not follow the caller’s
command, he will die. Stu is publicist, making a decision between his reputation and life for him is
a biggest contradiction, if he is known publicly as being dishonest, self-centered and a part of a big
cycle of lies, he might loses his marriage and job or maybe everything in his life and this makes no
difference if he is alive or dead. Stu Falls into in a contradiction again.!
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Shot Size & Camera Angle!
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When the protagonist (Stu Shepard) trying to make a phone call to someone else, it is
always can be seen that the person he talking to is on an another different small frame. Because
when people talking to someone through mobile or telephone, they only can hear each other’s
voice rather than physically see each other, so equably setting an another small frame which has
the opposite person on the original frame and using medium shot or close-up can effectively show
who he talking to, how the opposite person speak and what their reaction or action is during the
conversation, which also gives the audiences better visual effects.!
!
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In these shots above, the protagonist is standing outside of the phone booth and being
ready to be shot by the caller even though he has no idea of the caller’s exact location. Using high
angle and medium shot in the first frame lets Stu being portrayed as a small, week and powerless
person, also might means that he is scorned by the caller. In the second and third frame, using the

angle of Stu’s eye view shows the surroundings of the protagonist, and indicates that how small he
is when he compared with these tall constructions. He never knows which window that sniper
stands behind even though he follows every commands that sniper gives, it might means that the
protagonist’s enemy (the caller) is as big, strong and dominant as these enormous buildings.
These two eye line shots of protagonist clearly inform audiences how confused and anxious he is.!
!

!
Stu loves his wife, but also he is keen to crave a sweet young woman Pam. Before Stu
calling her through the telephone inside of phone booth, an extreme close-up shot of the
protagonist removing the wedding ring from his finger indicates the audience that he is married
with his wife (Kelly) and he is currently being disloyal and dishonest to her. Using the extreme
close-up shot to film this action because this action might be conveyed as an act of self-reproach
and self-abuse.!
!
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In the shot above, police force is commanded by the head of police to climb up to the top of
the buildings which are in the opposite side of the phone booth. Here two low angle shots are
applied, the cameras are positioned directly below the whole scene. The added height of the police
make it inspire fear and insecurity in the protagonist and audience’s views. This act of police force
could be a good thing for other citizens because they are under the safeguard but it could be a
really bad thing for the protagonist because those police force might hurt him even though he is
innocent. These policemen and the guns they hold also connote danger, dominance and powerful
force.!
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The long and low angle shot in the frame above clearly shows the entire Stu’s body, the
outline of the phone booth and especially the surroundings. Other citizens who was planing to
across this street now all stay far away from this phone booth, even the police force. They believe
that Stu is an extremely dangerous person and he is being isolated now. At this moment, the
protagonist is actually threatened by the caller with a sniper weapon, if he hangs up the phone and
walks out the phone booth, he will be shot. So the protagonist feels isolated and panicked, also
indicates the audiences how helpless and hopeless he is in this circumstance.!
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The protagonist’s enemy (The sniper) aims at other people’s head through a rifle’s tactical
scope. When the sniper aims the target, he can easily end a person’s life if he pulls the trigger.
There is a red circle-x reticle which is centered in the whole frame, the camera is set inside the
tactical scope and shot through the scope from inside to outside. The head of police and Stu’s wife
are trying to negotiate with Stu, and other police force is working on bugging the booth’s telephone
that Stu holds, but whatever they do, it will not be helpful if they can not find out where this sniper
is. It is clear to be seen that the sniper is standing in a high station because of these high angle
shots, and everything seems is under his control. These special shots also give audiences better
visual effects.!
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Color uses/ Lighting!
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Audiences are informed what other two men look like before they were killed by the sniper.
Sniper is trying to tell the protagonist that he has to follow every command that he gives otherwise
he will shoot him just like other two men. Using different color in whole frames indicates that these
are sniper’s memories. Colors are mainly pink and black, it might connote blood, danger and
crime.!
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Talking about another shot above, it happens when Stu is saved by police force and being
carried onto an ambulance. After the protagonist is injected a drug by doctor, he starts feeling faint
and having hallucinations.That is why the whole frame uses high-key lighting but also being
blurred. Audience can see things through the protagonist’s view, which barely can see many
sparks of alarm lamps of police car.!
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Theme & Content!
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The denotation of this film seems to be that the protagonist is under the threat of a sniper,
and he is forced to say bad things about himself. Although these things are true, it still could
destroy his marriage and life. His wife might divorce to him because he is cheating on her, No one
would like to hire him or work with him because he likes lying other people. Forcing other people to
confess themselves by threaten their life is completely an incorrect and illegal thing.!
!
For connotation of the film, it might be totally different. After Stu’s confession, His wife is not
disappointed, she says, ‘whatever you did, I don't care’, ‘I only want to talk about what you want to
tell me.’ The head of the police Capt. Ramey also says, ‘Admitting all that stuff to your wife was
pretty brave. Maybe if I could be more honest with my wife then something would’ve turned out
different.’ No one is judging and laughing at Stu’s mistakes and weakness, contrarily, they agree
and admire his brave actions, because they think if they were him, they might choose to die rather
than stay alive without reputation. As caller says, ‘No more excuses and half-truths, to get you to
do what’s right. If you wanna save yourself, confess.’ It is clear to be seen that this caller is not
planning to kill Stu, he is actually trying to help Stu. ‘Save yourself’ It does not mean that the
confession can save his physical life, it means that the confession can make him living better in the
future. That is why at the end, Stu is shot by a rubber bullet rather than a real bullet, killing Stu is
not this caller’s purpose.!
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Conclusion!
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In conclusion, The film Phone Booth is a thriller, and this genres portrayed to the audience
by a variety of shot size and camera angles. Use of extreme close-up shots to reflect the
protagonist’s emotion and other characters’s action or reaction, use of long and low angle shots to
show the surroundings and sometimes character’s eye view. The lighting they choice conveys a
mysterious atmosphere, especially the scene that the sniper shows up at the end. Different colors
are used to contrast between reality and memories. Whole film points out the theme that being
honesty is hard, because people thinks that things behind honesty is ugly and unspeakable, but
when you try to confess, you will find it is not a crime, confession is kind of liberation. No one will
judge and laugh at your mistakes or weakness, because they have their own ‘unspeakable’ secrets
and mistakes as well.

